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On the Generation of Some Dual Polar Spaces of Symplectic Type
Over GF.2/
B. N. COOPERSTEIN
It is demonstrated that the dual polar space of type Sp.2n; 2/ can be generated as a geometry by
.n/ D .2nC1/.2n−1C1/3 points when n D 4 and 5. In the latter case this affirmatively resolves a
conjecture of Brouwer that the dimension of the universal projective embedding of this geometry is
.5/.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Basic concepts and definitions. By a graph we mean a set P whose elements are called
vertices together with a symmetric, antireflexive relation  referred to as adjacency. The pairs
fp; qg from P with p  q are called edges. A path between two points p; q 2 P is a sequence
p D p0; p1; : : : ; pd D q where pi  piC1 for each i D 0; 1; : : : ; d − 1. The length of such a
path is the number d of adjacencies. The distance d.p; q/ between two points p; q 2 P is the
length of a minimal path joining them (which we call a geodesic), if a path exists, otherwise
d.p; q/ D 1. The diameter of .P;/ is supfd.p; q/ j p; q 2 Pg. An incidence system is a
triple .P; L ; I / consisting of a set P whose elements are called points, a set L whose members
are called lines, and a symmetric relation I  .PL/[.LP/. If p 2 P , l 2 L and .p; l/ 2 I
then we say p is incident or on l. .P; L ; I / is said to be a linear incidence system or a point-
line geometry if two points are incident with at most one line. In this case we may identify
each line with the set of points with which it is incident and replace I with the symmetrization
of the relation 2 and then we will write .P; L/ in place of .P; L ; I /. The collinearity graph
of a linear incidence system .P; L/ is the graph .P;/ where p  q for p; q 2 P if and
only if p and q are collinear. By a subspace of an incidence system 0 D .P; L/ we mean
a subset X of the point-set P with the property that if a line meets X in at least two points
then the line is entirely contained in X . Clearly the intersection of subspaces is a subspace.
Consequently, for an arbitrary subset X of P we can define the subspace generated by X to
be the intersection of all subspaces containing X and will be denoted by hXi0 . This is the
unique minimal element among the collection of subspaces which contain X . We will say that
a subset X generates P if hXi0 D P . A subspace X is said to be singular if all its points
are collinear. A subspace X is convex if, whenever points x; y are in X , then every geodesic
from x to y is contained in X . Clearly the intersection of convex subspaces is also a convex
subspace and so there is a natural definition of the convex closure of a subset X .
1.2. Polar spaces and dual polar spaces of type Sp.2n; 2/. In this paper we will be interested
in two related incidence systems: the polar and dual polar spaces of type Sp.2n; 2/. The polar
space of type Sp.2n; 2/ can be described as follows. Let V be a vector space of dimension
2n over F2 and let f : V  V ! F2 be a non-degenerate alternating form, that is, a bilinear
form such that f .x; x/ D 0 for every x and such that for every x 6D 0 there is a y such
that f .x; y/ D 1. Let the lines consist of three vectors in a totally isotropic two-dimensional
subspace, that is, a subspace l with f .l; l/ D f0g. Since for any point (vector) x the subspace
x? D fy j f .x; y/ D 0g is a hyperplane it follows that for any non-incident point-line pair
.x; l/, x is collinear with one or all the points of l. This implies that the incidence system with
point-set V ] and line set the collection of totally isotropic two-dimensional subspaces is a polar
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space [2]. All maximal totally isotropic subspaces of V have the same dimension, namely n.
The dual polar space of type Sp.2n; 2/ has as its point set the collection P of all maximal totally
isotropic subspaces. For a totally isotropic subspace U of V let S.U / D fx 2 P j U  xg.
We let Sk D fS.U / j dim U D n − kg. Our line set, which we denote by L, will be S1. We
remark that an element of Sk is a convex subspace of .P;L/ and is a dual polar space of type
Sp.2k; 2/. Moreover, such a subspace S.U / 2 Sk is the convex closure of any two points
x; y 2 S.U / such that x \ y D U in which case d.x; y/ D k. This latter geometry is an
example of a near 2n-gon, a concept introduced by Shult and Yanuska [5]. A near 2n-gon is
an incidence geometry .P; L/ whose collinearity graph .P;1/ has the diameter n such that for
any point-line pair .x; l/ there is a unique closest point on l to p. For an incidence geometry
.P; L/ with three points on a line a projective embedding is a mapping e : P ! W ], the set
of non-zero elements in a finite-dimensional vector space W over F2 which satisfies: (i) e is
injective, (ii) he.P/iF 2 D W , and (iii) for a line l D fx; y; zg, e.x/ C e.y/C e.z/ D 0 (this is
equivalent to the image of l consisting of the non-zero vectors of a two-dimensional subspace
of W .) Let ei : P ! Wi , i D 1; 2 be embeddings. A morphism from e1 to e2 is a vector-space
transformation  : W1 ! W2 such that e2 D   e1. For an embedding e : P ! W an
embedding e0 ! W 0 is said to be relatively universal with respect to e if there is a morphism
 : e0 ! e such that every morphism to e factors through  . An embedding e : P ! W is
relatively universal if it is relatively universal to itself and it is absolutely universal if it is
relatively universal relative to every embedding. We remark that by property (ii) of the above
definition no embedding can have a dimension exceeding the cardinality of a generating set
for the geometry. It is the purpose of this paper to prove the following.
THEOREM 1.1. For n D 4; 5 the dual polar space of type Sp.2n; 2/ can be generated by




Brouwer [1] has conjectured that .n/ is the dimension of the universal embedding of .P;L/
for all n, and using eigenvalue techniques he has demonstrated that this is a lower bound. he
has also shown that .4/ D 51 is, indeed, the dimension of the universal projective embedding
of the dual polar space of type Sp.8; 2/. Our above remark implies the following corollary of
Theorem 1.1 which establishes Brouwer’s conjecture for the dual polar space of type Sp.10; 2/:
COROLLARY 1.2. The dimension of the universal embedding of the dual polar space of type
Sp.10; 2/ has dimension .5/ D 187.
In the course of proving these results we will have to obtain a generation result for a very
different geometry. This geometry will have as its point-set L the lines of the dual polar space.
We will say two lines l1; l2 are 1-balanced or parallel at distance one if for each point x 2 l1,
d.x; l2/ D 1 (note that in this case for x 6D y 2 l, l2 \1.x/ 6D l3 \1.y/ by the near 2n-gon
property. We will denote this by l1kl2. As we shall subsequently demonstrate there is a unique
third line, l3, such that if m is a line and m intersects l1 and l2 then m intersects l3 (and l3
will be parallel at distance one from both l1 and l2). In this case we will write l1  l2 D l3 and
take such triples to be the lines of this geometry. We will denote by G the collection of these
triples. For a subset 2  L we will use the notation h2i to denote the subspace of .L;G/
generated by 2. As we shall show Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of
THEOREM 1.3. The geometry .L;G/ can be generated by .n/ D 4n−13 points for n D 3; 4.
The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we record a number of simple results
for the smallest of the geometries, which is a generalized quadrangle with parameters .2; 2/.
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In Section 3 we record some properties of the dual polar space of type Sp.2n; 2/ which will
be used repeatedly in the proofs of the main theorems. In Section 4 we prove a generation
theorem for the geometry .L;G/ in the cases n D 3. In Section 5 we prove a similar generation
theorem for the geometry .L;G/ when n D 4. Finally, in Section 6 we prove Theorems (6.3)
and (6.5).
2. THE .2; 2/ GENERALIZED QUADRANGLE
Of special importance in our proof will be the elements of S2 which are convex subspaces
isomorphic to a dual polar space of type Sp.4; 2/. These subspaces have 15 points, 15 lines,
every point is on three lines and every line contains three points. We will sometimes refer
to these subspaces as ‘quads’ since they are also generalized quadrangles (GQ); these are an
incidence geometry .P; L/ with the property that, for any non-incident point-line pair .x; l/, x
is collinear with a unique point on l. At the same time it is a polar space of rank two and a near
4-gon. In general, when .P; L/ is a finite GQ, if every line is incident with at least three points
and every point incident with at least three lines, then these numbers are constants, usually
denoted by s C 1 and t C 1 and .s; t/ are called the parameters of the quadrangle. The dual
of a GQ is the incidence geometry .P 0; L 0/ D .L ; P/ and it is also a GQ. If the parameters
of .P; L/ are .s; t/ then the parameters of the dual are .t; s/. The (dual) polar space of type
Sp.4; 2/ is therefore also a .2; 2/ GQ and since it is well-known that there is a unique such
GQ [6], this quadrangle of type Sp.4; 2/ and its dual are isomorphic. For later use we give a
combinatorial model of such a GQ which will facilitate some calculations in Section 4. Let
 D f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g. Let P be the collection of two-element subsets of  and let L consist
of all 2 3 partitions of  so that two points are collinear if they are disjoint. This is a .2; 2/
GQ and hence isomorphic to the quads of the dual polar space of type Sp.2n; 2/. What we
will require are certain G generation results for the induced G geometry on the lines of a quad,
that is, the lines of a .2; 2/ GQ. By the G geometry we may induce the geometry whose point
set is L and line set consists of triples fl1; l2; l3g of lines which are pairwise skew and have
the property that if a line meets two members of the triple then it meets the third. These are
the ideal lines of the generalized quadrangle .L ; P/ dual to .P; L/. By the self-duality of the
.2; 2/ GQ we can interpret these in terms of the points. Thus, the G relation on the points
of the GQ .P; L/ in the above model is that, as two-element subsets of , they intersect.
Then the union of two such pairs is a three-element subset and the G line on this pair consists
of all the pairs contained in their union. We require the following lemmas which are simple
exercises and therefore omit their proofs.
LEMMA 2.1. P can be G generated by five points but not by any fewer number of points.
LEMMA 2.2. Let x be a point. Let X consist of all the points which are collinear with x
together with any other point. Then X is a G generating set of P .
LEMMA 2.3. Let xi , 1  i  4 be four points such that xi , xiC1 .mod 4/ are collinear for
1  i  4. Let x be any point not in hxi j 1  i  4i. Then hx; xi j 1  i  4i D P .
3. PROPERTIES OF THE DUAL POLAR SPACE OF TYPE Sp.2n; 2/
Because we will repeatedly make use of a number of properties of .P;L/ for later use
we record them here. Properties (3.1)–(3.3) can be deduced from the paper of Cameron [3]
characterizing the dual polar spaces.
PROPERTY 3.1. jPj D .2n C 1/.2n−1 C 1/    .22 C 1/.21 C 1/.
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PROPERTY 3.2. For x 2 P let Lx denote the collection of lines containing x and let S2;x
denote the quads which contain x . Then jLx j D 2n − 1.
Define an induced incidence geometry R.x/ D .Lx ;S2;x /. This is a projective space PG.n−
1; 2/. If S.U / 2 Sk , x 2 S.U / then the induced geometry on Lx .S.U // D fl 2 Lx j l  S.U /g
is isomorphic to PG.k − 1; 2/. In particular, the subspaces S.U / 2 Sn−1 with x 2 S.U / are
the hyperplanes of R.x/.
PROPERTY 3.3. If S 2 Sn−1, S.U / 2 Sk and S \ S.U / 6D ; then S \ S.U / 2 Sk−1.
For a point x 2 P denote by 1.x/ the set of points collinear with x .
PROPERTY 3.4. Suppose v 2 V and x 2 P n S.v/. Then S.v/ \1.x/ is a point.
PROOF. x is a maximal isotropic subspace and v 62 x . Then x \ v? is a hyperplane in x
and the unique point collinear with x and contained in S.v/ is hv; x \ v?iF 2 . 2
PROPERTY 3.5. Suppose v 2 V , l 2 L, l \ S.v/ D ;. Let m D fy 2 S.v/ j d.y; l/ D 1g.
Then m 2 L and lkm.
PROOF. By the definition of our lines, there is an n − 1-dimensional totally singular sub-
space U such that l D S.U /. Since l \ S.v/ D ; it follows that v 62 U?. Then U 0 D U \ v?
is an n − 2-dimensional totally singular subspace and W D hv;U 0i is a totally singular n − 1-
dimensional subspace containing v and hence S.v/ contains the line S.W / D m. Now both
the lines l;m are contained in the quad S.U 0/ from which it follows that the lkm. Now the
result follows from Property (3.4). 2
4. GENERATION OF THE GEOMETRY .L;G/ FOR n D 3
In this section we will demonstrate that when n D 3 a particular subset of lines generates L as
a G geometry. Before proceeding to this result we first introduce some further notation which
will be used throughout the remainder of the paper. Thus, for a subset X of .P;L/;L.X/ will
denote the set of all lines contained in X . Also, for a subset M of lines and a subset X of
points NM .X/ D fl 2 M j l \ X 6D ;g. When M D L we will write N .X/ for NL.X/. For a
hyperbolic line h D fv1; v2; v3g of the space V let Sh D S.v1/ [ S.v2/ [ S.v3/.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let h be a hyperbolic line of V and l 2 LnNL.Sh/. Set2 D NL.Sh/[flg.
Then h2i D L.
PROOF. We make use of the model of the dual polar space of type Sp.2n; 2/ constructed
in [4]. In this model we begin with a dual polar space .Pn−1; Ln−1/ of type Sp.2n−2; 2/ and
set I D f1; 2; 3g. We then define Pin D fig  Pn−1 and Zn D f : I ! Pn−1 j Im. / 2 Ln−1g.
Set Pn D P1n [ P2n [ P3n [ Zn . These are the points. The lines are of four types. The internal
lines, Ln;i are those sets of the forms f jg  l, l 2 Ln−1; j 2 I ; the transverse lines, Ln;tr
which consist of the sets of the form I  fxg; x 2 Pn−1; the tangent lines, Ln;t which consists
of the triples f.i; x/; ;  g where .i/ D .i/ D x , Im. / D Im. /; and the external lines,
Ln;e which consists of triples f1; 2; 3g of points from Z with distinct images such that for
each j D 1; 2; 3 the set f1. j/; 2. j/; 3. j/g 2 Ln−1. Under this model we can take Sh to
be the union P1n [ P2n [ P3n . Then with this identification NL.Sh/ is just the union of the
internal, transverse and tangent lines: Ln;i [ Ln;tr [ Ln;t . Then the line l can be taken to
be any external line. We remark that in the automorphism group of the geometry (the group
Sp.2n; 2/) the stabilizer of the hyperbolic line h is transitive on the lines external to Sh . We
now specialize to the case n D 3. In this case .P2; L2/ is just a .2; 2/ GQ and so we can use
the model for this quadrangle introduced in section two, with the points taken to be the pairs
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from a six-element set and the lines identified with the partitions of the set into three pairs. For
ease of notation we will denote an external point by an ordered product of three two cycles
instead of an ordered triple of two cycles. We can take our external line to be
l D f.12/.34/.56/; .36/.25/.14/; .45/.16/.23/g:
Note that each external line has six ‘permutations’ obtained by simultaneously permuting the
three cycles of each of its points in the same way. From Property 3.5 it follows that an external
line is 1-balanced with a unique line in each of Pi2 , i D 1; 2; 3. If m is such a line then lm is a
permutation of l. Using all three of the Pi2 we induce a group on the collection of permutations
of l which is transitive. It therefore follows that if any external line lies in h2i then also all
its permutations lie in h2i. Now set
l1 D f.1; .12//; .12/.46/.35/; .12/.35/.46/g
l2 D f.2; .34//; .15/.34/.26/; .26/.34/.15/g
l3 D f.3; .56//; .24/.13/.56/; .13/.24/.56/g:
These are tangent lines to Pi2 , i D 1; 2; 3, respectively and lkli . Moreover,
l  l1 D f.12/.56/.34/; .45/.13/.26/; .36/.24/.15/g
l  l2 D f.56/.34/.12/; .24/.16/.35/; .13/.25/.46/g
and
l  l3 D f.34/.12/.56/; .15/.46/.23/; .26/.35/.14/g:
By taking permutations of these lines we see that every external line containing a permutation
of .12/.34/.56/ is in h2i. This is, of course, true of every point which lies on any permutation
of our original line, l, and any other external line which is contained in h2i. Now consider
the graph whose vertices consist of the external points Z and define two such points, ;  2 Z
to be adjacent if there is a permutation  0 of  such that  0 and  lie on an external line.
This graph is clearly connected since the collinearity graph of the dual generalized quadrangle
.L ; P/ is connected. It therefore follows that every external line is in h2i. 2
COROLLARY 4.2. Let n D 3; u; v; w 2 V such that w is not orthogonal to either u or v,
u ? v. Set 2 D N .S.v/ [ S.w// [ L.S.u//. Then h2i D L.
PROOF. The vectors v;w determine a hyperbolic line h. However, hN .S.v//; N .S.w//i D
hN .Sh/i. It then suffices to show that there is a line in L.S.u// not in N .Sh/. Since u; w
are non-orthogonal, S.u/ \ S.w/ D ; and therefore L.S.u// \ N .S.w// D ;. On the other
hand, S.u/ \ S.v/ is a line, m. Then any line l in S.u/ which is disjoint from m does not lie
in N .S.v// which completes the proof. 2
5. GENERATION OF THE GEOMETRY .L;G/; n D 4
Now let n D 4. Let vi , i D 1; 2; 3; 4 2 V and assume that v1 ? v2 ? v3 ? v4 and all other
pairs are not orthogonal. Set
2 D N .S.v1// [ L.S.v2// [ L.S.v3// [ N .S.v4//:
It is the purpose of this section to show that 2 generates L with respect to the line geometry G,
that is, h2i D L. Before proceeding to this we must first prove a useful lemma.
LEMMA 5.1. Let u; v 2 V be non-orthogonal. Let h be the hyperbolic line on u; v. Then
hL.S.u//; N .S.v//i D N .Sh/. In particular, N .S.u//; N .S.u C v//  hL.S.u//; N .S.v//i.
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PROOF. Set X D hL.S.u//; N .S.v//i. Since N .Sh/ is a G subspace and contains L.S.u//[
N .S.v// we clearly have N .Sh/  X . We therefore only need to prove N .Sh/  X . We first
show that N .S.u//  X . Since by assumption L.S.u//  X we need only show that if l 2 L,
and jl \ S.u/j D 1 then l 2 X . If l \ S.v/ 6D ; then l 2 N .S.v//. So assume l \ S.v/ D ;.
Now there is a unique line m in S.v/ such that lkm and a unique quad Q containing l [ m.
Q meets S.u/ and S.v/, consequently, Q \ S.u/ is a line l 0, Q \ S.v/ D m. Now X contains
fl 0g[NL.Q/.m/. However, by .2:2/, hl 0; NL.Q/.m/i D L.Q/. Since l 2 L.Q/ we have l 2 X .
Suppose now that w is the third point on h. Let t 2 L.S.w//. Let x 2 t \ S.w/. S.u/\1.x/
is a unique point by Property 3.4. Denote this point by y. Let m be the line on x; y. This
line meets S.u/, S.w/ and therefore also S.v/. Let Q be the quad on t [m. Let l be any line
on y in Q. Then lkt . Set l 0 D l  t . Then l 0 \ m D S.v/ \ m 6D ; so that l 0 2 N .S.v//. Since
l  l 0 D t this proves that N .S.w//  X . 2
We now proceed to the proof of the main result of this section.
PROPOSITION 5.2. h2i D L.
PROOF. Note that, by the previous lemma, also h2i  N .S.v2/ [ N .S.v3// since v1; v3
are non-orthogonal and v2; v4 are non-orthogonal. Also, by the previous lemma, if u; v are
non-orthogonal vectors in V and N .S.u// [ N .S.v//  h2i then also N .S.u C v//  h2i.
In this way we see that N .S.u//  h2i for u 2 fv1; v2; v3; v4; v1C v4; v1C v3; v2C v4; v1C
v2 C v4; v1 C v3 C v4; v1 C v2 C v3 C v4g. (The non-orthogonality graph on these 10 vectors
in the Peterson graph.) Set U D hv1; v2; v3; v4iF 2 . Assume now that w 2 V , w ? v1; v3; v4,
and that w is not orthogonal to v2. S.w/ 2 S3 and S.hvi ; wi/ 2 S2, i D 1; 3; 4, that is,
they are quads. Moreover, S.hv3; wi/ \ S.hv4; wi/ is a line, while S.hv1; wi/ is disjoint
from S.hvi ; wi/, i D 3; 4. Note that 2 contains NL.S.w//.S.hvi ; wi//, i D 1; 3; 4. Therefore
Corollary 4.2 applies and h2i  L.S.w//. Since w, v2 are non-orthogonal, by Lemma 5.1,
N .S.w//  h2i. Set W D U? which is a non-degenerate for dimensional subspace of V .
Note that v3Cv4 D hv1; v3; v4i?\U so that hv1; v3; v4i? D W[.v3Cv4CW /. By the previous
paragraph, if w 2 .v3 C v4/ C W , w 6D v3 C v4, then N .S.w//  h2i. Now let a 2 W and
fa; b; cg be a hyperbolic line of W on a. Set b0 D v3Cv4Cb; c0 D v3Cv4Cc so that N .S.b0//,
N .S.c0//  h2i. But b0; c0 are non-orthogonal, consequently, since a D b C c D b0 C c0,
N .S.a//  h2i. Now let x 2 V be arbitrary. Either x?  W or else x? \W is a hyperplane
in W . In either case there are vectors u; v; w 2 W such that x ? u; v; w; u ? v but u; v
are not perpendicular to w. Thus, let y be a point such that W \ y?  W \ x?. Let l;m
be distinct lines on y contained in W and choose w from l and let m D fu; u; vg. Then
u; v; w satisfies these conditions. Now by passing to S.x/, S.hx; uyi/, S.hx; vi/, S.hx; wi/
and applying Corollary 4.2, it follows that L.S.x//  h2i. Thus, h2i D L. 2
6. GENERATION OF DUAL POLAR SPACES OF TYPE Sp.2n; 2/, n D 4; 5
Throughout this section let 0n D .Pn;Ln/ be a dual polar space of type Sp.2n; 2/ and
.Ln;Gn/ the associated geometry on its lines. We begin with a result that connects the gener-
ation of .PnC1;LnC1/ and .Ln;Gn/.
PROPOSITION 6.1. Assume .Pn;Ln/ can be generated by pn points and .Ln;Gn/ can be
generated by ln points. Then .PnC1;LnC1/ can be generated by 2pn C ln points.
PROOF. We make use of the recursive construction of the dual polar spaces of type Sp.2n; 2/
of [4] as described in Section 4. For convenience set .P;L/ D .Pn;Ln/ and let A  P ,
jAj D p D pn such that A generates P and let B  L, jBj D l D ln , such that hBi D L. As
in Section 4, let I D f1; 2; 3g and set Yi D P inC1 D fig  P , i D 1; 2; 3 and Z D ZnC1 D f :
I ! P j Im. / 2 Lg. Then we can identify PnC1 with Y1 [ Y2 [ Y3 [ Z . For convenience
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we denote PnC1 by P and LnC1 by L . Now for each l D fx; y; zg 2 B choose a l 2 Z
with Im. / D l and set NB D fl j l 2 Bg and set C D h[f1; 2g  A] [ NBi0nC1 . We claim
that C D P D PnC1. First note that fig  A generates Yi i D 1; 2 by the assumption that A
generates P D Pn . Thus C  Y1 [ Y2. Since every point of Y3 lies on a transverse line
joining a point of Y1 to a point of Y2 also C  Y3. It therefore remains to show that all
the external points, Z belong to C . Note that if  D .x; y; z/, Im. / D fx; y; zg 2 L and
 2 C then all ‘permutations’ of  are also in C . Now set B0 D B and for each j let
B jC1 D fl  m j l;m 2 B j ; lkmg. We claim that for each j , f 2 Z j Im. / 2 B j g  C .
By assumption NB  C and by the above paragraph  2 Z such that Im. / 2 B D B0 is
in C . Now suppose that we have already shown that if Im. / 2 Bl then  2 C . Assume
 D .t1; t2; t3/ 2 Z , Im. / D t 2 BiC1. By assumption there are lines s D fs1; s2; s3g and
s 0 D fs01; s02; s03g with sks0 and t D s  s0. Without loss of generality we may assume thatfsi ; s0i ; ti g 2 L, i D 1; 2; 3. By assumption  D .s1; s2; s3/,  0 D .s01; s02; s03/ 2 C . But ;  0 are
collinear with  the third point on the line they determine. Thus,  2 C . Now, by hypothesis
there is an integer N such Bn D L and consequently, Z  C so that C D P D PnC1 as
claimed. 2
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let V be a symplectic space of dimension 2n C 2 over F2 and let h D
fv1; v2; v3 D v1 C v2g be a hyperbolic line of V . Assume that the dual polar space .Pn;Ln/
of type Sp.2n; 2/ can be generated by pn elements and the line geometry .Ln;Gn/ can be
generated by ln elements. Then N .Sh/ D N .S.v1//[ N .S.v2//[ N .S.v3// can be G generated
by 3ln C pn elements.
PROOF. We continue with the notation of the previous proposition and identify S.vi / with Pi ,
i D 1; 2; 3. Now let OA D fI  fag j a 2 Ag, a collection of lines with cardinality p. This is
a transverse set of lines. Set OBi D ffig  l j l 2 Bg and B 0 D ff.1; x/; .x; y; z/; .x; z; x/g j
fx; y; zg 2 Bg. Let D D OA[ OB1[ OB2[B 0. Note that since jB 0j D j OB1j D j OB2j D ljDj D 3lC p.
We claim that hDi D N .Sh/. For convenience of notation set E D hDi. We first show that
every line internal to one of Yi is contained in E . Since B generates .Ln;Gn/, for each i D 1; 2
the G span of OBi consists of internal lines of Pi D Yi . Now, if l 2 Ln and we set li D fig  l
then we have l1; l2 2 E . As l1kl2 and lC3 D l1  l2 it then follows that all the lines LinC1  E .
We next show that all the transverse lines are in E . Set A0 D A and for each j set A jC1 be
the union of all lines which meet A j in at least two points. We claim fI  fxg j x 2 A j g  E
for all j . By assumption OA D fI  fag j a 2 Ag  E . Assume that we have shown this is
true for j and suppose x 2 A jC1. Then there are y; z 2 A j such that fx; y; zg 2 Ln . Now
the lines ly D I  fyg and Iz D I  fzg are 1-balanced and ly  lz D lx D I  fxg and
therefore lx 2 E . Since there is an N such that AN D Pn it follows that every transverse line
is in E . It now remains to show that all tangent lines to Pi are in E for i D 1; 2; 3. Assume
that we have shown that the tangent line t D f.1; x/; ;  g is in E where .1/ D .1/ D x ,
Im. / D Im. / D l. We have already shown that the lines I fag, a 2 l are in E and also that
the lines fig l, i 2 I are in E . These six lines as well as t all lie in the same quad Q and by
Lemma 2.3 their G span is L.Q/. As a consequence of this if some tangent line t , based on a
line l of L, is contained in E then every one of the nine tangent lines based on l is contained
in E . It therefore suffices to demonstrate that for every line l 2 L, E contains a tangent line
based on l. let the B j be as defined in Proposition 6.1. We claim that if l 2 B j then there is a
tangent line t based on l contained in E . By assumption this is true for B0. Suppose then that
this is true of B j . We prove that it is true of B jC1. Assume then that li D fxi j j j D 1; 2; 3g,
i D 1; 2; 3 with l1; l2 2 B j ; l1kl2; l3 D l1  l2. We may assume without loss of generality that
fxi j j i D 1; 2; 3g, j D 1; 2; 3 are lines. Since there are tangent lines ti based on li , i D 1; 2 by
what we have already shown we may assume that t1 D f.1; x11/; .x11; x12; x13/; .x11; x13; x12/g
and t2 D f.1; x21/; .x21; x22; x23/; .x21; x23; x22/g. However, it is then the case that t1kt2 and
t1  t2 D f.1; x31/; .x31; x32; x33/; .x31; x33; x32/g which proves the inductive step. Since for
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some N , BN D L it now follows that every tangent line to Y1 and whence also to Y2 and Y3
are in E as required. 2
THEOREM 6.3. Let .P;L/ be the dual polar space of rank three over F2. Then .L;G/ can
be generated by 21 members of L3.
PROOF. If Q D .P;L/ is a generalized quadrangle then P can be generated by five points
(e.g. any four points which form an ordinary quadrangle and a fifth point not in the grid they
span). Also, by Property 3.1 .L;G/ can be generated by five points. Let Q1; Q2 be two
disjoint quads and let Q3 be the quad corresponding to the third point on the hyperbolic line
of the underlying symplectic space V which is determined by Q1; Q2. By Proposition 6.2 we
can generate N .Q1 [ Q2 [ Q3/ with 3 5C 5 D 20 points. Then by Proposition 4.1 we can
generate .L3;G3/ with any other line, hence with 21 elements of L3. 2
As an immediate corollary of Proposition 6.1 and Theorem 6.3 we have the first part of
Theorem 1.1:
THEOREM 6.4. Let .P;L/ be a dual polar space of rank four over F2. Then P can be
generated by 51 points.
We now consider the generation of the geometry .P;L/ when n D 4.
THEOREM 6.5. Let .P;L/ be a dual polar space of rank four over F2. Then L;G/ can be
generated by 85 points.
PROOF. Let V be a symplectic space of dimension eight over F2 so that we can identify P
with the maximal totally isotropic subspaces of V . Let v1; v2; v3; v4 be points in V with
v1 ? v2 ? v3 ? v4 with all other pairs non-orthogonal. By Lemma 5.1 it suffices to show that
we can generate N .S.v1// [ L.S.v2// [ L.S.v3// [ N .S.v4// with 85 points. Since we can
generate S.v1/, a dual polar space of rank three with 15 points by (7.4) of [4] and .L.S.v1//;G/
with 21 elements by Theorem 6.3 we can generate N .S.v1//[ N .S.v4//[ N .S.v1C v4// with
321C15 D 78 elements. Let A be such a collection. Set Q1 D S.hv1; v2i/, Q2 D S.hv2; v3i/,
and Q3 D S.hv2; v1 C v3i/. These are quads in S.v2/ which is a dual polar space of rank
three. These correspond to the three points of a hyperbolic line in v?2 =hv2i. Now we can
generate L.Q2/ with a subset B  L.Q2/, jBj D 5. Since hAi contains NL.S.v2//.Q1/
and Q1 \ Q2 D ;, it follows by Proposition 5.2 that hA; Bi contains NL.S.v2//.Qi /, i D
1; 2; 3. Now by Proposition 4.1 we need one additional line l1 2 L.S/v2//O which together
with
S3
iD1 NL.S.v2//.Qi / will generate L.S.v2//. Let Q4 D S.hv3; v4i/, Q5 D S.hv3; v2 C
v4i/. Since hAi contains N .S.v4//, in particular, hAi contains NL.S.v3//.Q4/ and since
hA; B; l1i contains L.Q2/ it then follows that hA; B; l1i contains NL.S.v3//.Qi /, i D 2; 4; 5.
By Proposition 4.1 for any line l2 in L.S.v3// not in N .Q2/ [ N .Q4/ [ N .Q5/ we have
L.S.v3// D hL.Q2/; NL.S.v3//.Q4/; l2i. It now follows that hA; B; l1; l2i  N .S.v1// [
L.S.v2// [ L.S.v3// [ N .S.v4// and consequently, by Lemma 5.1 hA; B; l1; l2i D L. Now
jA [ B [ fl1; l2gj D 78C 5C 2 D 85 as required. 2
Note that together Theorems 6.3 and 6.5 give Theorem 1.3. Also, an immediate corollary
of Theorems 6.3 and 6.5 is the second part of Theorem 1.1:
THEOREM 6.6. Let .P;L/ be a dual polar space of rank five over F2. Then P can be
generated by 187 points.
REMARK. When we attempt to extend this method to the next case, we require .5/C 1 D
45−1
3 C 1 D 344 lines to generate the geometry .L5;G5/ and so we do not obtain Brouwer’s
conjecture for this case and a new idea is required if, indeed, it is the case that .Pn;Ln/ can
be generated by .n/ D .2nC1/.2n−1C1/3 points for arbitrary n.
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